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Executive Summary
In this deliverable we address the problems performance prediction, sequencing and adaptive
support. For performance prediction we explain the machine learning method Matrix Factorization
and how it can be applied to Intelligent Tutoring Systems, especially to the Maths-Whizz data set.
The main advantages of Matrix Factorization for performance prediction are its domain
independence, small computation costs and no need of an exploratory corpus. Our proposed
sequencing approach uses this performance prediction method in addition to a policy based on the
theory of Vygotsky’s Zone of Proximal Development. The efficiency of the approach is proven by
experiments and discussed in the paper "Adaptive Content Sequencing without Domain
Information" (Schatten et al. 2014a), that was presented at CSEDU 2014. The platform integration
of this approach is described in D4.2.1 as well as in "Minimal Invasive Integration of Learning
Analytics Services in Intelligent Tutoring Systems" (Schatten et al. 2014b) which will be presented
at ICALT 2014. Referring to the platform integration, we describe the first sequencer and adaptive
content prototype which are integrated in the iTalk2Learn platform as achievement for MS61. In
the update of planned for D2.2.1 in M24, we will also describe how we plan to use speech to help
the sequencer.
The adaptive support is split into two sub-problems: task-dependent and task-independent
support. The task-dependent support aims to provide feedback during the interaction with the ELE
Fractions Lab, Maths-Whizz, and Fractions Tutor. The aim of the task-independent support is to use
the children’s speech to provide feedback on structured and unstructured tasks according to the
used mathematical vocabulary as well as to the emotions of the students. In this deliverable we
discuss how both types of adaptive support can be realized within the iTalk2Learn platform.
Connections with WP1 and WP3 are described in Section 4. Main formative evaluations will be
described in D5.2.
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1. Introduction
In Intelligent Tutoring Systems (ITS), Artificial Intelligence and Machine Learning are more and
more used as decision method. Performance Prediction is one of their main subtasks with the final
goal to predict student performances and identify the students’ knowledge on specific skills. In
adaptive support provisions, instead, one needs to decide what help should be provided and when
it should be displayed. Adaptive sequencers take past student performances into account to select
the next task which best fits the student's learning needs.
In sequencing as well as in Performance Prediction and Adaptive Support, iTalk2Learn is working
to ameliorate state-of-the-art. UHi’s work focused in this first year on performance prediction and
sequencing methods.
Simple task scheduling is based on fixed sequences decided by a human expert. Adaptive policies,
instead, rely on assumptions such as that a student will be able to solve the exercises of the
achieved difficulty level but not the more difficult ones without having completed the ones of the
previous level. Empirical observations suggest that this can be problematic as it requires students
to go through all the topics in the current level even if they can answer them successfully with the
first attempt. Although the power-law-of-practice would suggest that students should be provided
with several opportunities to practice, unnecessary, i.e. excessive, repetitions can be detrimental in
that it can lead to student frustration and influence their perception of the reliability of the system.
One approach to the problem is based on assessing the student skills and matching them to the
required skills and difficulties of the available tasks. For example, the less known skills by the
students are selected to be practiced in the next session. In this scenario two problems arise:
1. Tagging tasks with required skills necessitate experts and thus is time-consuming, costly,
and, especially for fine-grained skill levels, also potentially subjective.
2. Learning adaptive sequencing models requires online experiments with real students and
specific data collection policies that consist, at the beginning, in many randomly proposed
tasks.
Our main goal is to take the state-of-the-art in sequencing educational contents further while
achieving a solution that relies on data rather than on expertise and does not put too many
requirements on data collection modalities and students' effort. As a consequence, this work allows
easier integration of a data-driven sequencer into an already existing ITS supporting our current
work at the iTalk2Learn project that aims to incorporate content from different systems into an
open architecture.
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In “Adaptive Content Sequencing without Domain Information” (Schatten et al. 2014a) we showed
how a score prediction method and a simple policy, inspired by Vygotsky's concept of Proximal
Development (Vygotsky, 1978), could be used to ameliorate sequencing in a simulated
environment.
UHi developed:
1. A content sequencer, the Vygotsky policy based Sequencer (VPS), based on a performance
prediction systems that (1) can be set up and preliminary evaluated in a laboratory, (2)
models multiple skills and individualization without engineering/authoring effort, (3)
adapts to each combination of contents, levels and skills available.
2. A simulated environment with multiple skill contents and students' knowledge
representation, where knowledge and performance are modeled in a continuous way.
BBK’s work, instead, focused on task-independent and task-dependent support for iTalk2Learn
Exploratory Learning Environment (ELE) Fractions Lab.
ELEs are able to support students to discover and understand underlying domain concepts, rather
than supporting drill and practice activities to reinforce procedures as typically applied in ITS.
Learning performance in an ELE depends on the learner’s ability to formulate goals as well as their
ability to reflect on the effectiveness of the means of achieving these goals, including planning and
carrying out tasks. The task-dependent support aims to provide feedback during interaction with
the ELE Fractions Lab. The assistance provided is based on Pólya’s reasoning stages (Pólya, 1945).
Within the state-of-the-art literature in ELEs personalized support is only provided during carrying
out task phase. Pre-formulated prompts are provided mainly on all the other different reasoning
phases. The aim of the task-dependent support is to provide adaptive personalized support at all
reasoning phases, based on its student model. The student model, described in Section 4.1, is
informed by Wizard of Oz studies described in D5.1.
In order to enable learners to communicate more naturally with the interface, speech recognition
for children is integrated into the platform. The aim of the task-independent support is to use the
children’s speech to provide feedback on structured and unstructured tasks according to: i) the
mathematical vocabulary; and ii) emotions.
Using appropriate mathematical terminology is an indication of the student’s knowledge. With the
detection of not using certain terminology, the task-independent support is able to prompt the
student to use the correct terminology and to enhance knowledge.
Emotions play a significant role in learning. While positive emotions can enhance learning, negative
emotions can inhibit it. The task-independent support will provide feedback according to the
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student’s emotion via its emotion reasoner. The state-of-the-art literature mainly focuses on how to
detect emotions. With the implementation of the emotion reasoner we contribute towards not only
how to detect emotions but also on how to adapt support features to emotions effectively (based on
Wizard of Oz studies).

1.1 WP2 within the project
Currently, UHi is working on integrating the Vygotksy Sequencer in the Maths-Whizz platform, one
of the iTalk2Learn use cases. The domain agnostic recommender allows:
1. A bigger formative evaluation with all Whizz lessons. This experiment would not be
possible with other state of the art methods since they require a skill analysis for all 1000
lessons.
2. The possibility to extend the duration of the experiment in case of inconclusive results,
which could be due to the reduce amount of interaction with the novel system.
3. The development of the first web service for learning analytics which increases exploitation
possibilities after the lifetime of the project.
4. The transfer on Fractions Tutor contents with small effort.
In this Deliverable we are going to show how to apply the so called machine learning method Matrix
Factorization for performance prediction to the Whizz dataset.
BBK is working on the implementation of the task-dependent support for Fractions Lab. This
support will include a student model, which enables the provision of personalized adaptive
feedback tailored to the student's needs.
Additionally, BBK is working on the task-independent support, which will provide feedback on
structured as well as unstructured tasks based on children's speech. The task-independent support
will use the output from Sail's speech recognition software to detect mathematical terminology as
well as emotions. Based on the content of what is detected, the task-independent support will
provide appropriate adaptive feedback for use within Fractions Lab as well as Whizz and
Fractions Tutor.
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2. Performance Prediction
In the following we will shortly summarize state of the art methods for performance prediction. Its
most famous example is Bayesian Knowledge Tracing (BKT) and its extensions. The algorithm is
built on a given prior knowledge of the students and a data set of binary student performances. It is
assumed that there is a hidden state representing the knowledge of a student and an observed state
given by the recorded performances. The model learned is composed by slip, guess, learning and
not learning probability, which are then used to compute the predicted performances (Corbett &
Anderson, 1994). In the BKT extensions also difficulty, multiple skill levels and personalization are
taken into account separately (Wang & Heffernan, 2012, Pardos & Heffernan 2010, Pardos &
Heffernan 2011, Baker et al. 2008). BKT researchers have discussed the problem of sequencing
both in single and in multiple skill environments (Koedinger et al. 2011). In a single skill
environment the most not mastered skill is selected, whereas in a multiple skill environment this
behavior would present a too difficult content sequence. Consequently, the contents with a small
number of not mastered skills are selected. Moreover, Koedinger et al. (2011) point out how in ITS
multiple skill exercises are modeled as single skill ones in order to overcome BKT limitations. We
would like to stress that the sequencing requires an internal skills representation and
consequently, together with the performance prediction algorithm, is domain dependent.
Another domain dependent algorithm used for performance prediction is the Performance Factors
Analysis (PFM). In the latter the probability of learning is computed using the previous number of
failures and successes, i.e. the representation of score is binary like in BKT (Pavlik et al. 2009).
Moreover, similarly to BKT, a table connecting contents and skills is required.
UHi instead selected Matrix Factorization (MF) for performance prediction, which will be described
in the next sections. There are several reasons to choose MF:


Domain independence: ability to model each skill, i.e. no engineering/authoring effort in
individuating the skills involved in the contents.



Thai-Nghe et al. (2012) presented promising results using MF that were comparable with
the state of the art ones (i.e., BKT or PFM).



Possibility to build the system with a common data set, i.e. without an exploratory corpus.



Small computational time on a 3rd Gen Ci5/4GB laptop and Java implementation: 0.43 s for
building the model with already 122000 lines, negligible time for performance prediction.
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2.1 Matrix Factorization
As mentioned above, we used MF as predictor. Generally, it predicts, which are the future user
ratings on a specific item according to his previous ratings and the previous ratings of other users.
The concept has been extended to student performance prediction, where a student’s next
performance, or score, is predicted. The matrix
can be seen as a table of
total
contents and
students used to train the system, where for some contents and students
performance measures are given. MF decomposes the matrix Y in two other ones
and
⏞
, so that
.
and
are matrices of latent features. Their elements are
learned with gradient descend from the given performances. This allows computing the missing
elements of Y for each student i in each task j of a dataset D (Fig. 1). The optimization function is
represented by:

(1)
where one wants to minimize the regularized squared error on the set of known scores.
The prediction function is represented by:

(2)
where , , and
are respectively the average performance of all contents of all students, the
learned average performance of a content, and learned average performance of a student. The two
last mentioned parameters are also learned with the gradient descend algorithm.
The MF problem does not deal with time, i.e. all the training performances are considered equally.
In order to keep the model up to date, it is necessary to re-train the model at specific time steps. MF
has a personalized prediction, i.e. a small number of exercises need to be shown to each student in
order to avoid the so called cold-start problem. Although a solution to these problems has been
proposed in Schatten et al. (2014a), in the following section we discuss the practical approach
performing a feasibility analysis for the predictor and showing how we employ it in the real case.
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Figure 1: Computing of the missing values by means of MF. Students received a score on specific
tasks, represented by the gray squares, and MF predicts the missing scores they could receive in
unforeseen ones. The task, from a machine learning perspective, is similar to the recommendation
problem. A user rates specific items and this information is used to predict the ratings on other
items.

2.2 Applying MF to the Whizz Dataset
In this section we discuss how the MF can be applied to the Whizz dataset which has over 1000
lessons in 20 topics and was adapted to be used in several countries like United Kingdom, USA, and
Russia. We performed a practical feasibility study using a dataset that is composed by data collected
from children from five to fourteen years using the ITS in classrooms and at home. A lesson is
composed of test and exercise sessions. The exercise session consists of approximately 10 exercises
on a topic and specific learning objectives. While trying to solve those exercises a student can
consult several hints, one of those is the bottom-out hint, which displays the solution. In order to
pass the exercise a student must achieve a score of 7 out of 10. Only if he passes the exercise he can
go to the test session. There he will have to show what he learned answering 5 questions with a
score greater than 6 out of 10. The lesson sequencing policy relies on the assumption that a student
will be able to solve the exercises of the achieved difficulty level but not the more difficult ones
without having completed all the lessons of the previous level.
In contrast to state of the art performance prediction, where the main task is to predict the
student's correct at first attempt answer, the commercial system uses the score as student's
performance measurement. The data granularity level is low if compared with benchmark
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systems1, since we possess a single score record for the 10 questions of the exercises and one
record for the five test questions. Consequently, a multiple skill representation of the lessons would
be the most plausible. Nevertheless, this information is not available for all the lessons, which are
summarised with a single learning objective description.
Consequently, some preprocessing of the dataset was required.
In order to avoid sparseness in benchmark datasets (Thai-Nghe 2011) each line is abstracted to the
Knowledge Component (KC) level, i.e. the algorithm predicts if the student is going to answer
correctly to a specific KC or to a specific step. Since we did not have this information, we undertook
two different preprocessing approaches for testing purposes: in the first one the algorithm predicts
the score on the single lessons, whereas in the second we predict the score on a specific topic. We
then distinguish, at each abstraction level, if the lesson was solved in exercise or test mode. This
was done, since the use of hints strongly influences the outcome of the exercise session and
modifies the experiment modalities. Moreover, we removed the skipped lessons in order to have
only completed ones. We followed the standard approach in the field to divide the dataset
temporally in two parts. The first two thirds, called the training dataset, were used for learning the
model and the last third for testing it. The performances of the prediction methods are evaluated
with the Root Mean Square Error (RMSE). The score, as in Schatten et al. (2014a), is represented in
a continuous interval which goes from zero to one. Further dataset information are summarized in
Table 2.
The average score obtained by the students in the training session is 8.1 out of 10. We used this
value to have an indication of worst case performances of a prediction method called Global
Average (see Table 1). The latter assumes that the student will always perform equally to the global
score average computed on the training dataset. The Biased User-Item predictor, instead, uses only
the biases , , and of Eq. (2), i.e. the latent features number P is set to zero. Consequently, Table
1 displays the contribution of the single components of Eq. (2) in ameliorating the performance
prediction. According to the results, MF is able to predict a continuous interval performance in a
multiple-topic and curricula scenario. This is different to what was done in Thai-Nghe et al. (2011),
where the main task was to predict if the student was going to answer correctly at first attempt.

1

pslc-datashop.web.cmu.edu/KDDCup
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Experiment

RMSE

Global average

0.3032796

Biased User-Item Exercise

0.2639167

Biased User-Item Topic

0.26416832

Topic Preprocessing

0.260664942

Exercise Preprocessing

0.26061115

3.6989
3.36935
7.77042
5.97504

Table 1: Results on the commercial dataset with standard deviation over five experiments and
score normalized between 0 and 1.

Number of Items (Exercise/Topic)

9091/4169

Number of Students

258391

Total Student-Item Interactions

30813070

Total Exercise sessions

17512972

Exercise passed (Score 70-99)

9520278, i.e. 54%

Gaming the system (Score 100 + Bottom-out hint)

3988891, i.e. 23%

Total Test sessions

13300098

Test session passed (Score 60-99)

4378461, i.e. 33%

Average score obtained

8.1
Table 2: Statistics of the Dataset.
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2.3 Future Work
Domain agnostic performance prediction methods are an advantage in designing novel systems and
for integration in already existing Intelligent Tutoring System. Unfortunately, this causes a loss in
interpretability of the skills of the student retrieved by the MF. In the following project months we
will investigate how to modify the algorithm in order to increase the explicit physical meaning of
the MF latent features and to be able to use MF also as user modeling system.

3. Sequencer
Many Machine Learning techniques have been used to ameliorate ITS, especially in order to extend
learning potential for students and reduce engineering efforts for designing the ITS.
The most used technology for sequencing, as stated in D2.1. is Reinforcement Learning (RL), which
computes the best sequence trying to maximize a previously defined reward function. Both modelfree and model-based RL (Malpani et al. 2011, Beck et al. 2000) were tested for content sequencing.
Unfortunately, the model-based RL requires a special kind of data set called exploratory corpus.
Such an exploratory corpus is not available for the ITS used in iTalk2Learn. Available are log files of
ITS which have a fixed sequencing policy that teachers designed to grant learning. They explore a
small part of the state - action space and yield to biased or limited information. For instance, since a
novice student will never see an exercise of expert level, it is impossible to retrieve the probability
of a novice student solving some tasks. Without these probabilities the RL model cannot be built
(Chi et al. 2011). Model-free RL, instead, assumes a high availability of students on which one can
perform an on-line training. The model does not require an exploratory corpus but needs to be built
while the users are playing with the designed system. Given the high cost of an experiment with
humans, most authors exploit simulated single skill students based on different technologies like
Artificial Neural Networks or self developed student models (Sarma et al. 2007, Malpani et al.
2011). Particularly similar to our approach is (Malpani et al. 2011), where contents are sequenced
with a particular model-free RL based on the actor critic algorithm (Konda et al, 2000), which was
selected because of its faster convergence in comparison with the classic Q-Learning algorithm
(Sutton et al. 1998). Unfortunately, RL algorithms still need many episodes to converge and will
always need preliminary trainings on simulated students. Having a RL model-free algorithm also
requires novel experiments.
In order to avoid RL problems we suggested a content sequencer based on student performance
prediction that could be set up with the dataset available from the Whizz System. In conformity
with the DOW, the RL tasks will be done using data collections from the project following the
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requirements of D2.1 and without frustrating the user. In particular we will exploit the data
collection for the formative study of the German FT version to collect a more RL suitable dataset.
How the variety of sequences will be created without frustrating the students with random
sequences is discussed in D1.3.

3.1 Content Sequencing in ITS

Figure 2: System structure in a block diagram.

The designed testing system consists of two main blocks. The first one is the environment are the
students working with the ITS. In our case an on-line evaluation is required, i.e. the sequence
optimality can be measured only after a student worked with it. However, in order to allow children
interaction with the system one requires a certain degree of confidence in order not to frustrate the
students. For the same reason we excluded the possibility of collecting an exploratory corpus
because making practice with very easy and very difficult exercises in random order. Consequently
we designed a simulated learning environment to perform on-line test in a first study phase. After
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validation with real students in a second study phase, only a common data set collection will be
necessary to set up the system with new contents, giving also the possibility to calibrate the
environment and later use it for new sequencing methods. The simulated environment will be
presented in section 3.2.
The second block consists of different modules, i.e. the available contents, the previous interactions
of the students with the system (log files), the student Performance Predictor and the Sequencer
Policy. We chose a specific Performance Predictor and Policy, but this selection does not prevent us
from using other ones in the future. The performance predictor was presented in chapter 2 and the
Policy will be presented in section 3.3.
When a student interacts with the system the next exercise is proposed to him by the sequencer
according to a policy. The Performance Predictor needs the log files of students working on the
contents considered to predict their scores in the next contents. The policy is applied in an adaptive
way thanks to the information on the predicted scores shared between Performance Predictor and
Sequencer.
This architecture was used as a testing environment. How the Sequencer is integrated within the
iTalk2Learn platform is explained in D4.2.1 and in Schatten (2014b). The latter also presents a
more detailed discussion about the requirements for a lightweight machine learning integration,
which became crucial to run a large scale experiment within the Maths-Whizz platform.

3.2 Simulated Learning Process
We designed a simulated student based on the following assumptions.
(1) A content is either of the adequate difficulty for a student, or too easy, or too difficult. (2) A
student cannot learn from too easy contents and learns from difficult ones proportionally to his
knowledge level. (3) It is impossible to learn from a content more than the required skills to solve it.
(4) The total knowledge at the beginning is different than zero. (5) The general knowledge of
connected skills helps solving and learning from a content. The last assumption is plausible because
we assume to sequence activities of the same domain. For instance, in order to solve a fraction
addition, a student needs more related skills: subtraction and equivalence. It is unlikely for a
student to do a fraction expansion without knowing how multiplication works. At the same time the
knowledge of multiplication will help him solving the steps on fraction expansion.
A student simulator is a tuple (S, C, y, ) where, given a set S
of students, is a specific
student described as a vector
. The latter is of dimension K, where K is the number of skills
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involved. C
is a set of contents, where
is the j-th content, defined with a vector
of K
elements representing the skills required.
means student i has no knowledge from skill k,
whereas
means having full knowledge.
is a function defining the follow-up state
of a student
after working on contents
. Finally, a function y defines the
performance (

).

y and can be formalized as follows:

(4)
and is proportional to the beta distribution B(p,q). We selected p and q in order to have
̃
, where
is the variance, i.e. the amount of noise. We chose the beta distribution
because it is defined between zero and one as the score. Consequently, it will not change the
codomain of the y function. The characteristic of the formulas are the following: (1) The
performance of a student on a content decreases proportionally to his skill deficiencies w.r.t. the
required skills. (2) The student will improve all the required skills of a content proportionally to his
performance and his skill-specific deficiency up to the skill level a content requires. (3) As a
consequence it is not possible to learn from a content more than the difference from the required
and possessed skills. (4) A further property of this model is that contents requiring twice the skills
level that a student has, i.e. ‖ ‖ ‖ ‖, are beyond the reach of a student. For this reason his
performance will be zero (y=0).
With a simple experiment without noise, we can show the plausibility of the designed simulator. We
inserted values in Eqs. (4) as follows. Let us consider a system with two skills and represent the
student knowledge as = [0.3,0.5].
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Y
[0.1,0.1]

0.2

1

[0,0]

[0.5, 0.6]

1.1

0.617

[0.12, 0.0617]

[0.5, 0.7]

1.2

0.515

[0.1, 0.1]

[0.9,0.9]

1.8

0

[0,0]

Table 3: Simulated learning process with two skills. A simulated student with = [0.3,0.5], scores y
and learning after interacting with different contents

As Table 3 displays that when the content difficulty increases the learning increases and the score
decreases until ‖ ‖ ‖ ‖. The maximal difficulty level is equal to the number of skills since a
single skill value cannot be greater than one.

3.3 Vygotsky Policy
The designed sequencer is defined as follows. Let C and S be respectively a set of contents and
∑
students as defined in Section 3.2,
be the difficulty of a content defined as
, ̃ be
the performance or the score of a student working on the content, and T be the number of time
steps assuming that the student is seeing one content every time step.
The content sequencing problem consists in finding a policy
that maximize the learning of a
student within a given time T without any environment knowledge, i.e. without knowing the
difficulties of the contents and the required skills to solve them.
A common problem in designing a policy for ITS is retrieving the knowledge of the student from the
given information, e.g. score, time needed, previous exercises, etc. The previous mentioned data
types are just an indirect representation of the knowledge, which cannot be automatically
measured, but needs to be modeled inside the system. Hence, integrating the curriculum and skills
structure is the cause of the high costs in designing the sequencer.
In this paper we try to keep the contents in the Vygotsky’s Zone of Proximal Development (ZPD)
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(Vygotsky, 1978), i.e. the area that students can solve with some support. In other words, the
contents is neither very easy for the student nor is it too hard to be solved even when support is
given. We mathematically formalized the concept with the following policy, that we called Vygotsky
Policy (VP):

⏞

‖

where

‖

(5)

is the threshold score, i.e. the score that keeps the contents in the ZPD. The policy will

select at each time step the content with the predicted score ⏞ at time t most similar to
. We will
discuss further in the experiment session how to tune this hyper parameter and its meaning.
The peculiarity of the VP is the absence of the difficulty concept. Defining the difficulty for a content
in a simulated environment as ours is easy, because we mathematically define the skills required. In
the real case it is not trivial and quite subjective. Also the required skills are considered as given in
the other state of the art methods like PFM and BKT, where a table represents the connection
between contents and skills required. Without skills information not only BKT and PFM
performance prediction cannot be used in our formalization, also sequencing methods (Koedinger
et al. 2011) have no information to work with.

3.4 Matrix Factorization as Performance Predictor in sequencing
As mentioned above, the MF problem does not deal with time, i.e. all the training performances are
considered equally and in order to keep the model up to date, it is necessary to re-train the model at
each time step. Furthermore, MF has a personalized prediction, which means that in order to avoid
the so called cold-start problem a small number of exercises need to be shown to each student.
Although some solutions to these problems have been proposed (Thai-Nghe et al., 2011, KrohnGrimberghe et al. 2011), we will show in the experiment session that these aspects do not affect the
performance of the system, neither they reduce its applicability.
From now on we will call the sequencer utilizing the VP policy and the MF performance predictor
Vygotsky Policy based Sequencer (VPS).
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3.5 Test Session
In this section we show how the single elements work in detail. We start with the student simulator,
continue with the VP and end with some experiments with performance prediction in different
scenarios and noise. A scenario is represented by a number of contents , a number of difficulty
levels
, a number of skills
, and a number of students for each group 2. All the first
experiments will have no noise, i.e. ̃
.

3.5.1 Tests on the Simulated Learning Process
To prove the operating principle of the simulator we tested basic sequencing methods in a
particular scenario. The one we chose is described in Fig. 3, with
=7 and
=100. For
representation purposes we created the contents with increasing difficulty, so that IDs implicitly
indicates the level of difficulty3. The scenario mimics an interesting situation for sequencing, i.e.
when more apparently equivalent exercises are available. The two policies we used are (1) Random
(RND), where contents are selected randomly, and (2) the in range policy (RANGE), where each
second content is selected in difficulty order. This strategy is informed on the domain because it
knows the difficulty of the contents. We initialized the students and contents skills with a uniform
random distribution between 0 and 1. Again for representation purposes we show the average total
knowledge of the students that is represented by average of the students’ skills sum at each time
step. We chose to perform the tests on 10 skills, i.e. the maximal total knowledge possible is equal
to 10. We considered the scenario mastered when the total knowledge of the student group is
greater than or equal to the 95% of the maximal total knowledge.
Fig. 4 shows the total knowledge of two groups of =200 students, one group was trained with
random policy the other one with the in range policy. RANGE is characterized by a low variance in
the learning process. RND, instead, has a high variance because the knowledge level of the students
at each time step is given by chance. It is shown that the order in which the student practices on the
contents is important for the total final learning. Fig. 4 also shows how the practice on too many
contents of the same difficulty level, after a while, saturates the knowledge acquisition. This is
coherent with the learning process of procedural tasks. As also reported in D1.3, students should be
The MF was previously trained with
students that were used to learn the characteristic of the
contents. Consequently, the dimensions of the MF during the simulated learning process are:
⏞
and
, so that
2

3

E.g., a content with ID 2 is easier than a content with ID 100, see Fig. 3.
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provided with more than a single structured practice task, because students need more practice to
become fluent in the application of the problem-solving procedure (Newell & Rosenbloom, 1981),
but, as stated by Rohrer and Taylor (2006), showing nine in comparison to three practice problems
only lead to very little benefit.
During CSEDU we had a face to face discussion with Carniage and Mellon University Senior
Researcher Bruce McLaren. From the discussion it emerged that student simulators are of great
interest due to the difficulties in finding students for the experiments and preliminary assessments
would be helpful.
3.5.2 Sensitivity Analysis on the Vygotsky Policy
In order to evaluate the VP we created two more sequencing methods that exploit information not
available in reality.
The best sequencing knows exactly which is the content maximizing the learning for a student, for
this reason we called it Ground Truth (GT). Vygotsky Policy Sequencer Ground Truth (VPSGT),
instead, uses the Vygotsky Policy and the true score y of a student to select the following content.
GT and VPSGT can be considered the upper bound of the sequencer potential in a scenario. In order
to select the correct value of
we plot the average knowledge level at time t=11 for the policy with
different
From the relationship between Eqs. (4) of the student simulator displayed in Fig. 6
one can see that the policy is working for
[0.4,0.7] . In a real environment the interpretation of
these results is twofold. First we assume
will be approximately the score keeping the students
in the ZDP. Second, from a RL perspective, this value would allow finding the trade-off between
exploring new concepts and exploiting the already possessed knowledge. Moreover, as shown in
Fig. 5, the policy obtains good results if compared with GT for some
, but for others the policy is
outside the ZPD and the students do not reach the total knowledge of the scenario. In some
experiments we noticed that the width of the curve in Fig. 6 decreased so that the outer limits of the
interval create a sequence outside the ZPD. As consequence we selected the value
=0.5 that
was successful in most of the scenarios.

3.5.3 Vygotsky Policy based Sequencer
The scenario we selected for the tests with the VPS has =200, =6,
=10 and =400. In order
to train the MF-model a training and test data set need to be created. We used =300 students who
learned with all the contents in order of difficulty. We used 66% of the data to train the MF model
and the remaining 34% to evaluate the Root Mean Squared Error (RMSE) for selecting the
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regularization factor and the learning rate of the gradient descent algorithm. We performed a full
Grid Search and selected the parameters shown in Tab. 4. The sequencing experiments are done on
a separate group of
students. In order to avoid the cold start problem 5 contents are shown to
them and their scores added to the training set of the MF. For T=40 the best content
is selected
with the policy VP for the

students, using the predicted performance ⏞

. In order to avoid the

deterioration of the model, after each time step the model is trained again once all students saw an
exercise. A detailed description of the algorithm of the sequencer can be found in Alg. 1, where is
the initial data set.

Parameters

Choise

Learning rate

0.01

Latent features

60

Regularization

0.02

Number of iterations

10
Table 4: Parameters MF.

As one can see in Fig. 7 the VPS selects the first content similarly to RANGE. Then the prediction
allows skipping unnecessary contents speeding up the learning. Once the total knowledge arrives
around 95%, the selection policy cannot find contents that fit to the requirements. Consequently
the students learn as slow as the RND group, as one can see from the saturating curve. In Fig. 8 GT
selects the contents in difficulty order skipping the unnecessary ones. The average sequence of the
VPS, instead, is also with approximately increasing difficulty but in an irregular way. This is due to
the error in the prediction performance. In conclusion the proposed sequencer gains 63% over
RANGE and 150% over RND.
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Algorithm 1: Vygotsky Policy based Sequencer.

Figure 3: Scenario, Content Number and difficulty level.
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Figure 4: Comparison between RANGE and RND. Average skills sum, i.e. knowledge, over all the
students with variance.
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Figure 5: Effects of the different
on the final knowledge of the students. The learning curves of
the student groups that learned with the different Vygotsky policies.
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Figure 6: Policy selection, i.e. the performance of the Vygotsky policy with different
at the same
time step. Different groups of students learned with the Vygotsky policy with
values going from
0.1 to 0.9.
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Policy

Description

Random (RND)

Contents are selected randomly

In Range (RANGE)

Each second content is selected

Ground Truth (GT)

Selects the contents according to which is the
one maximizing the learning

Vygotsky Policy based Sequencer Ground Truth Chooses the next content using the policy and
(VPSGT)
the real score of a student
Vygotsky Policy based Sequencer (VPS)

Chooses the next content using the policy and
the predicted score of a student

Table 5: Tested sequencers.

The presented experiments show how the MF is able, without domain information, to model the
different skills of students and contents and partially mimics the best sequence, which is the one
selected by GT in Fig. 8.
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Figure 7: Average Total Knowledge. How the average learning curve of the students changes over
time.
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Figure 8: Average sequence selected by the GT and the VPS. The VPS approximate the optimal
sequence that GT computes thanks to the real skills of the students.

3.5.4 Advanced Tests
In this section we want to show the correct working of the sequencer changing the parameters of
the scenario
and and later adding noise.
In order to do so we consider the percentage of gain of VPS with respect to RANGE considering a
specific time step t=30 with =10 and =6. As one can see in Fig. 10 the gain obtained by the
sequencer depends on the available number of contents. Since in RANGE each second content is
selected, with
< 60 there are not enough contents for all time steps. Our sequencer can adapt
without problems to the situation. The optimal point for the in range policy is when = 60 because
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there is exactly the necessary number of contents for the student to learn. When
> 60 the
students see many unnecessary contents and consequently learn slower. Fig. 9 with =60, t=30
and =6 shows the dependencies between skills and gain. The experiments demonstrated a high
adaptability of the sequencer to the different scenarios.
Lastly, we experimented the results robustness adding noise, i.e. ̃
. We experimented with
[0,0.5]. As one can see in Fig. 11 with =0.1 the Vygotsky sequencers are still able to produce
a correct learning sequence but more time is required. The VPSGT is the one that suffered the most
from the introduction of noise, probably related to the selection of
.

Figure 9: Gain over RANGE policy varying . The gain is measured at a specific time step in
percentage, considering the average knowledge level of the two groups of students, one practicing
with the RANGE sequencer and one with the VPS.
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Figure 10: Gain over RANGE policy varying . The gain is measured at a specific time step in
percentage, considering the average knowledge level of the two groups of students, one practicing
with the RANGE sequencer and one with the VPS.
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Figure 11: Effect of noise in the simulated learning process. Beta distribution noise with

=0.1

3.6 Feasibility discussion
In Schatten et al. (2014a) we discussed how to tune the threshold score parameter on simulated
students. Here, instead, we would like to discuss how this value should be selected, for instance
within the commercial system earlier described, and address some of the open issues with respect
of its usage in a realistic scenario. Considering a score range for passing of 6 to 10 out of 10,
should be set in the middle of the interval, so that the most exercise selected are predicted with a
score of 8. This avoids that in case of no available tasks predicted with exactly
the policy does
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not select exercises which are out of the score range for passing. Moreover, it minimizes the risk of
MF incorrect prediction. With an RMSE of 2.6 (see Table 1), the selected lessons will
approximately always be in the aforementioned range. Once
is selected other aspects need to be
discussed. To avoid the cold start problem, the assessment procedure, generally used by the ITS to
determine the starting difficulty level, can be exploited to get initial information about the students.
Without any information the first prediction of the MF on the student will be comparable to the
ones of the Global Average in Table 1. In Schatten et al. (2014a) we provided the simulated students
five contents in order of difficulty and then re-build the model to take the new information into
account. This method was sufficient to get initial information about the students if the model is
recreated at time intervals. Rebuilding the model is computationally demanding, consequently the
length of the time interval should be calibrated according to the amount of new available data.

3.7 Next steps
We are going to experiment the sequencer on real students as a joint action of UHi and Whizz. The
details of the experiment together with the first results are going to be shown in D5.2.
Please note that in this Section we talked about sequencing of contents and not of tasks. We did so
because we envisage the possibility to use performance prediction and Vygotsky policy also for
sequencing other contents like hints and feedbacks.
Moreover, we will discuss how different speech analysis could be uses to support our sequencer.
This could be done in many different ways: it could interact with the MF algorithm, it could be used
to select the
in the Vygotsky policy or it could be used to further represent the student’s state
within a RL-based sequencer (Folsom-Kovarik et al. 2013).

4. Adaptive Support
We mentioned in the introduction that another use of prediction approaches is student modelling
with respect to the interaction with the learning environment. This student model information
could be used to enhance feedback provision to students. In previous work we have used Bayesian
Networks to predict the necessity of help requests in a web-based ITS (Mavrikis 2008). This fed to
the prediction of effective interaction that would benefit from additional information on the
predicted success on the task. Having this information gives the possibility of providing what is
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sometimes referred to as global feedback (Melis et al. 2003) or task-independent adaptive support,
i.e. hints that relate to students' interaction overall rather than the specific problem-solving steps.
At least in the case of the commercial ITS under investigation, problem-solving steps are dealt by
different components and in fact operate as individual learning objects. Examples of such feedback
include the provision of support at the beginning or end of the exercise but also during an exercise
if, for example, there is no task-specific help to provide. Accordingly, when students start their
experience, it is helpful to provide suggestions about which topic(s) they could choose to study
based on the MF prediction. The topic having the most tasks in the ZPD, defined in Eq. (5), should be
proposed. During an exercise, if students attempt to ask for help but the prediction above indicates
that they do not seem to need it, the system can restrict help depending on the current answers and
attempts on the exercise. Alternatively, this information can be used for penalising scoring and
influencing subsequent sequencing. Similarly, if attempting to leave an exercise, students can be
reminded of its goals and encouraged to complete it. However, if there are more exercises and the
MF prediction indicates a successful completion, appropriate affective hints can encourage the
student to try harder as in Mavrikis (2008).

4.1 Task-dependent support for Fractions Lab
The task-dependent support for Fractions Lab aims to provide feedback during interaction with the
ELE. As described in D1.3, conceptual knowledge can be developed through student engagement
with exploratory tasks related to domain-specific content. The assistance provided by the taskdependent support is based on Pólya’s reasoning stages (Pólya, 1945).

4.1.1 Related work
According to the different reasoning stages, different approaches have been taken to supporting
learners within an exploratory learning environment. Machine learning such as Bayesian Networks
(e.g. Bunt and Conati, 2003) have been mainly applied while the plan and task performance is
carried out, while formulating goals and planning mainly involved pre-formulated prompts (e.g.
Moos and Azevedo 2008; Davis and Linn, 2000; Simons and Klein, 2007). Additionally, the selfreflection phase has mainly involved prompts or questions (e.g. Ergazaki et al., 2007, van der Meij &
de Jong, 2011; Jones et al., 2013; Thillmann et al., 2009).
It can be seen that adaptive personalized support has mainly been provided during the carrying out
the plan and tasks stage, while the other reasoning stages usually provide pre-formulated non
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adaptive prompts. The aim of the task-dependent support is to provide adaptive personalized
support at all reasoning stages.

4.1.2 Components of the task-dependent support
The different layers of the task-dependent support can be seen in Figure X. Similar to GutierrezSantos et al. (2012), the support consists of three main layers: (1) the analysis or evidence
detection layer; (2) the reasoning layer; and (3) the feedback generation layer. In the evidence
detection layer the student's interactions with Fractions Lab are detected. This provides an
overview of the current situation.
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Figure 12: Components of the task-dependent support.

Based on the evidence detection component, the reasoning layer decides which aspects or concept
needs support. This layer includes the maths domain knowledge and the student model.
The maths domain knowledge base includes rules about how to solve certain maths tasks within
Fractions Lab, such as which actions you need to undertake in order to solve the task.
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The student model is a copy of the maths domain knowledge that also includes common
misconceptions associated with the particular task. The model receives data about the student’s
actions from the analysis layer, which is then mapped to the maths knowledge and the
misconceptions. The student model also includes information about the current reasoning stages,
including which reasoning stage the student is currently occupied with.
This information is the used by the reasoning layer to provide personalized adaptive support at the
particular reasoning stage the student is currently at, which is based on his/her knowledge of the
task, including misconceptions.
The feedback generation layer receives the output from the reasoning layer to decide how the
support should be presented; for example high or low intrusion feedback.

4.2 Task-independent support
In order to enable learners to communicate more naturally with the interface, speech recognition
for children is integrated into the platform. The aim of the task-independent support is to use the
children’s speech to provide feedback on structured and unstructured tasks according to: i) the
mathematical vocabulary; and ii) emotions. The next sections describe the different feedback
options in more detail.

4.2.1 Mathematical vocabulary
Using appropriate mathematical vocabulary is an indication of the student’s knowledge. If the
correct vocabulary is used then the student has high knowledge of the task, whereas if it is
incorrect, this might indicate some knowledge gaps. The task-independent support will detect the
mathematical vocabulary of the student and prompt the student to use the correct vocabulary if
necessary.
This approach is very innovative has it has not been used in existing learning environments for
children yet. Somewhat related to this goal is the work by Litman and Silliman (2004). They
describe an intelligent tutoring system, ITSPOKE, which is able to engage the student in a spoken
dialogue to provide feedback and correct misconceptions. AutoTutor (Graesser et al., 2005) is
another example where students are able to have a dialogue with a conversational agent in an
intelligent tutoring system. Here, the learner is assisted in the construction of an answer that is
based on the learner’s knowledge. However, both systems described are for adults, which focus on
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a dialogue, and do not take into account the use of specific domain vocabulary. Whereas we aim at
supporting children in learning maths through the use of correct vocabulary.

4.2.2 Emotional feedback
As described in D1.3, emotions play a significant role in learning. While positive emotions can
enhance learning, negative emotions can inhibit it. The task-independent support will provide
feedback according to the student’s emotion.

Different computational approaches have been taken into account in detecting emotions. These
include, for example: speech-based approaches (e.g. Cowie et al., 1999; Vogt and André, 2005);
using information from facial expressions (e.g. Kaliouby and Robinson, 2004); keystrokes or mouse
movements (Epp et al., 2011); physiological sensors (e.g. Lang et al., 1993; Vyzas and Picard, 1998;
Nasoz et al., 2003); or a combination of these (D'Mello et al., 2005).
In the area of education, Conati & MacLaren (2009) developed a model of emotions (Dynamic
Bayesian network) based on students' bodily expressions for an educational game. The system uses
six emotional states: joy, distress, pride, shame, admiration and reproach. A pedagogical agent
provides support according to the emotional state of the students, and the user's personal goal,
such as wanting help, having fun, learning maths, or succeeding by oneself.
Another example is Shen et al. (2009), who also used Bayesian Networks to classify students'
emotions. Here biophysical signals, such as heart rate, skin conductance, blood pressure, and EEG
brainwaves were used for the classification. The type of emotions used included: interest,
engagement, confusion, frustration, boredom, hopefulness, satisfaction, and disappointment.
Woolf et al. (2009) developed an affective pedagogical agent which is able to mirror a student’s
emotional state, or to acknowledge a student’s emotion if it is negative. They use hardware sensors
(pressure sensitive seat cushion, pressure mouse, wireless conductance bracelet) and facial
movements to detect students’ emotions. The system discriminates between seven emotions:
high/low pleasure, frustration, novelty, boredom, anxiety, and confidence. Different machine
learning techniques were applied for the classification, including Bayesian Networks and Hidden
Markov models.
Litman, & Forbes-Riley (2004) developed a physics text-based tutoring system called ITSPOKE. It
uses spoken dialogue to classify emotions. Acoustic-prosodic and lexical features are used to
predict student emotions. They apply boosted decision trees for their classification. Three emotion
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types are detected: negative, neutral and positive emotions.
Another example is the tutoring system described by D'Mello et al. (2005) which holds
conversations with students in computer literacy and physics courses. The system classifies
emotions based on natural language interaction, facial expressions, and gross body movements.
Different machine learning techniques were applied, like Decision Trees, Bayesian, Neural
Networks, Fuzzy, and genetic algorithms. They focus on three emotions, namely frustration,
confusion, and boredom. The classification is used to respond to students via a conversation.
Most of the related work in the educational domain focusses on detecting emotions in different
input stimuli, ranging from spoken dialogue to physiological sensors. However, little research has
been done in how those detected emotions can be used in a tutoring system to enhance the learning
experience. The only research we are aware of specifically targeting the question of responding to
student affect is Woolf et al. (2009) and Baker et al. (2010). Woolf et al. (2009) describe how an
embodied pedagogical agent is able to provide different types of interventions, such as praising or
mirroring the student's emotional state. Baker et al. (2010) looks at the effect of cognitive-affective
states on student's learning behaviour. This work contributes to how intelligent support can be
used to turn negative emotions into positive emotions.
4.2.3 Components of the task-independent support
The platform is able to support the student, based on speech as well as on the interaction. Two
different components are included within the task-independent support: a vocabulary and emotion
detector, and an emotion reasoner. Figure 2 provides an overview of the different layers of taskindependent support in the iTalk2Learn platform.
Similar to the task-dependent support, the task-independent support consists of three main layers:
the analysis or evidence detection layer; the reasoning layer; and the feedback generation layer.
The evidence detection layer includes a vocabulary detector as well as an emotion detector. The
student model includes the student’s interaction, provided by the task-dependent support. The
student model is only filled with knowledge if Fractions Lab is used. If any of the other structured
learning activities from Whizz or Fractions Tutor are used, then the student model does not contain
any information.
The reasoning layer includes the emotion reasoner, which uses the results of the emotion detector
and the student model to decide if any support needs to be provided based on the student's current
emotional state. This layer also analyses the vocabulary and prompts the student to use the domain
specific maths vocabulary if the student does not use it.
In addition to the feedback generation layer at the task-dependent support, here the feedback also
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takes emotions into account to decide how the support should be presented.
A use case scenario that describes the different layers and the data flow follows:
The student is confronted with a particular learning task. He or she reads and listens to the task and
tries to understand the next steps necessary to deal with it. In order to come up with a plan of
action, the student refers to their knowledge of the task. Let's assume the student has low
knowledge of the task and struggles to formulate a plan of action. S/he feels bored, as the task
seems too difficult. The system recognises that the student is hesitating to perform an action (some
time has passed without any action taking place) and asks the student to express her/his feelings
verbally by responding to the question: `How do you feel?'. The student then answers: `I am bored, I
want to do something else'. This answer is processed by the speech recognition software, which
provides a list of words. This list of words is then used by the emotions detector for classification.
The result of the classification is that the student is bored. This is then used by the emotion
reasoner to decide how to transform the negative emotion into a positive one. It uses additional
knowledge from the student model, such as the current knowledge level of the student. The
emotion reasoner tries to align the student goal with the learning task by supporting the student in
formulating a plan of action. Here, the plan of action entails a set of activities that the student needs
to perform in order to address the task. This information is then used by the feedback strategy
component to display the plan of action. The student is provided with a set of activities, such as
recommending a different representation to solve the task, which aim at turning the negative
emotion of boredom into a positive emotion such as enjoyment.
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Figure 13: Components of the task-independent support.

4.2.4 Modelling of vocabulary and emotions
The vocabulary detector is based on the vocabulary that is commonly used when working with
fractions.
Regarding the emotions, we focus on emotions that arise from a learning situation. The emotion
detector is based on the achievement emotions described in Pekrun (2006) as well as emotions
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which were detected in the Wizard of Oz studies described in D5.1. The following five emotions are
included in the task-independent support: enjoyment, surprise, confusion, frustration and
boredom.
The input for the vocabulary and emotions detector is the result of the speech recognition software
from Sail. It creates an array of words based on speech input. This word array is used by both the
detectors for classification.
The classification is based on the `Bags-of-Words' model (e.g. Schuller et al., 2005; Batliner et al.,
2006), which is also mentioned in D3.4.1 as a possible feature source. For the maths vocabulary as
well as for each emotion a set of words is assigned. Those words were gathered in experimental
studies where students used the iTalk2Learn platform or paper-based tasks for naming fractions or
adding and subtracting fractions.
Examples for the maths vocabulary include the words: `nominator’, `denominator’. Examples for the
emotion boredom are: `this is too simple', `this is boring, `can we do something else'. Examples for
enjoyment are: `Yes', `I got it', `Yeah', `I am having fun', `Done'.
For the maths vocabulary as well as for each of the five achievement emotions mentioned above a
vector is created that includes a set of words. The dimensionality of the vector is the number of
words in the vocabulary. The occurrence of particular words in those vectors is used for
classification.
We apply a naive Bayes classifier for classifying the emotions. The result of the classification is then
used by the system to decide whether and how adaptive feedback should be provided via the
reasoning layer.

4.2.5 Adapting to vocabulary and emotions
If the student does not use the maths vocabulary then feedback will be provided to the student
prompting him/her to use appropriate vocabulary, such as `Can you explain that again using the
terms denominator, numerator?’
To adapt to emotions, the emotion reasoner is used. This is similar to an affect consequent model,
described by Marsella et al. (in press) where affect is mapped to some behaviour or cognitive
change. It is based on appraisal theory, which assumes that emotions are based upon patterns of
individual judgement concerning the relationship between events and beliefs, desires and
intentions. These judgements refer to the individual significance of events. Appraisal can trigger
cognitive responses that feed back into a cycle of appraisal. In this theory, appraisal is seen as the
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cause of behavioural and cognitive changes that are associated with emotion.
Within computational appraisal theory, an affect consequent model maps some affect into a
behavioural or cognitive change. This can include changing features in an environment which led to
undesirable appraisal, in order to transfer a negative into a positive emotion.
Our emotion reasoner tries to reduce negative emotions by changing the environment via adaptive
support. It includes pedagogical affect rules about how negative emotions can be transferred into
positive emotions by aligning the student’s reasoning process with the learning task. The rules are
based on Wizard of Oz studies where the platform was used as a tool to investigate what type of
support is effective for a particular emotion.
For structured tasks, the support provided will be mood boosts, such as telling the student that
s/he is doing great if s/he is frustrated and finds the current task hard.
The adaptation according to emotions will be more specific on unstructured tasks (i.e. Fractions
Lab) because knowledge about the student can be integrated within the emotional support. For
example, the student is frustrated as the actions he or she performed did not lead to a desired
outcome. The student has a particular misconception which led to the set of actions performed,
which were wrong. In order for the student to overcome the frustration, the support prompts him
to reflect on his plan of action and the resulting outcome. With this the student then reconsiders his
actions and comes up with a new plan of action to perform the learning task.

4.3 Next steps
For the task-dependent support new rules on how to provide adaptive feedback to students need to
be added. Those rules will be gathered in the Wizard-of-Oz studies planned this summer. We are
particularly interested to explore how the feedback can be adapted to the specific needs of the
student (based on the student model that includes misconceptions), as well as how the feedback
should be presented (high or low intrusive feedback).
The task-independent support needs to be implemented and tested in autumn. Pedagogical rules
need to be added to the task-independent support which can enhance the learning experience
based on student’s emotional state (while they are performing a learning task).
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5. Conclusions
In this deliverable we presented the work of WP2 in the principal topics of user modeling for ITS
and ELE: Adaptive Support, Sequencing and Performance Prediction. We showed MF performances
on the Whizz dataset, moreover we showed how a performance prediction method could be applied
for sequencing exploiting a score based policy. We discussed the feasibility of employing a Matrix
Factorization prediction to sequencing and providing adaptive support. In particular, we presented
the requirements for the applications within the Whizz system exploiting the already available
dataset and multi-topic and curricula lessons. To ameliorate this system and many others, a major
role could be played by data-driven sequencers and hints, where the personalization and statistical
characterization of the tasks are crucial. To move towards an automatized process, with a
consequent increase of the available amount of data, novel success criteria needs to be defined. We
suggested to maximize the number of exercises passed within a specific score range and are
currently working in defining other ones. Moreover, by monitoring the behaviour of the students in
the available dataset, we showed also how correct hinting could be ameliorated by the VP. Finally,
we described how the task-dependent support will be able to provide personalized support based
on its student model and how the task-independent support is able to provide support according to
maths terminology and emotions. We are interested to explore how the emotion detector from the
task-independent support can also provide relevant information to the task-dependent support for
Fractions Lab, such as providing certain types of feedback according to student’s emotional state.
As future work we will investigate if, while interacting with the system, other indicators could be
used to measure the sequencing quality: like hours spent within the system and number of
exercises skipped. Moreover, we will try to ameliorate the performance prediction with the final
goal to increase MF latent feature interpretability.
For the task-dependent support more rules about the maths domain knowledge and
misconceptions will be added. Those rules will be gathered in the Wizard of Oz study planned for
this summer. It is planned to test the prototype at the school twice for iterative development.
The task-independent support needs to be implemented and pedagogical affect rules added to the
emotion reasoner. It is planned to test task-independent support in autumn in the school to
iteratively design the emotion reasoner.
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